| BOARD | Lawrence Liang *(Chairperson)*  
|       | Subbiah Arunachalam  
|       | Vibodh Parthasarthi  
|       | Jayna Kothari  
|       | Kavita Philip  |
| EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR | Sunil Abraham  |
| DIRECTORS | Dr. Nishant Shah *(Research)*  
|           | Pranesh Prakash *(Access to Knowledge, Openness and Internet Governance)*  
|           | Dr. Nirmala Narasimhan *(Accessibility and Telecom)*  
|           | T Vishnu Vardhan *(Access to Knowledge)*  |
| PROGRAMME MANAGERS | Elonai Hickok *(Internet Governance)*  
|                  | Dr. UB Pavanaja *(Access to Knowledge)*  
|                  | Nitika Tandon *(Access to Knowledge)*  |
| PROGRAMME OFFICERS/ASSOCIATES | Snehashish Ghosh *(Telecom)*  
|                               | Subhashish Panigrahi *(Access to Knowledge)*  
|                               | Maria Xynou *(Internet Governance)*  
|                               | Sara Morais *(Research)*  
|                               | Bernadette Langle *(Internet Governance)*  
|                               | Yogesh Kumar *(Accessibility)*  
|                               | Prasad Krishna *(Publications)*  |
| ADMIN TEAM | Ajoy Kumar *(Administrator)*  
|            | Narasimha Rao *(Financial Adviser)*  
|            | Usha Nandini *(Finance Officer)*  
|            | Royson *(Office Assistant)*  
|            | Chand Hussain *(Office Boy)*  |

**DISTINGUISHED FELLOWS**

- Lawrence Liang
- Subbiah Arunachalam
- Dr. Hans Varghese Mathews
- Rishab Aiyer Ghosh
- Shyam Ponappa
- Satyen Gupta
- Dr. Tejaswini Niranjan

**FELLOWS**

- Chinmayi Arun
- Laird Brown
- Dr. Anja Kovacs
- Malavika Jayaram
- Chanuka Wattegama
- Selvam Velmurugan